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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zb72hI3xBcY

“THE WOLF”
MUSIC VIDEO

“PIGGIES”
MUSIC VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-niffe63jV0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-niffe63jV0&t=1s


A B O U T  U S

PLAIINS is all about big riffs, aggression, infectious hooks 
and stand out unique and crazy vocals from frontman Chris 
Reardon. Pulling influences from the likes of Queens Of 
The Stone Age, IDLES and Turnstile, the band mix this 
with their very own blend of different cultural backgrounds, 
with members from the UK/ Hong Kong, Tal Pinhas from 
Israel and David “Dizzy” Suhlrie and Max Maeder from 
Germany.
The band’s frontman Chris Reardon, hailing from 
London and originally Hong Kong, moved to Hamburg 
in the depths of the pandemic. Having some successes 
in previous projects in the UK with appearances on 
BBC Introducing, BBC 6 Music, BBC Radio 1 and 
playing with some major artists from around the 
world, Reardon craved an adventure that would inspire 
him and his songwriting.

The band set up their own studio in the centre of the 
city and continued writing and began recording songs, 
working with Manuel Renner of Ueberlaerm Studios 
on mixing and mastering duties. The trio also were 
awarded funding from Initiative Musik to help support 
them on their journey. Upon the successful release of 
their first single “The Wolf” on March 30th, with radio 
play in the UK featuring on BBC Introducing and in 
Germany, and including features in Visions Magazine, 
comes their second single “Piggies” was released on 
May 11th 2022. ”Piggie” gained more radio play in the 
UK and in Germany also being added to Spotify’s 
biggest rock playlist “All New Rock”. The band is fast 
growing its fan base playing shows across Germany 
and Europe. 



“PHENOMENOL 
song!” BBC 

Introducing – Alex 
West

“VERY 
EXCITING 

NEW ROCK 
BAND FROM 
HAMBURG”  

Fritz FM / 
Visions  – Jan 
Schwarzkamp

“Another fantastic 
track from 
PLAIINS”

Byte FM



m u s i c

”THE WOLF” 

”PIGGIES”

”SNVKES” 

https://soundcloud.com/chrisreardonmusic/plaiins-the-wolf/s-quKfLbs02gq?si=1e524daf785949e88876035e1fa53864


CONTACT

Email: plaiinsmusic@gmail.com
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and by contractual partners of the artist in the context of reporting and advertising. Photo 
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